
Chordates: Bones, Brawn, and Brains (Shape of Life)

1. How does the Hawaiian belief of the interconnectedness of humans and all life differ from the 
modern disconnected view? How are scientists changing this view?

2.What was passed from the early animals on to humans?

3.Why is Amphioxus so common under the Courtney-Campbell Causeway? How is Amphioxus 
important in animal evolution? How are they collected? 

4.What are the features of Amphioxus common to humans? 

5.How is the ancient Pikaia similar to the modern Amphioxus? 

6.How was the notochord important and what does it become in vertebrates?

7.What is an embryo? What studies is Dr. Holland undertaking with Amphioxus embryos? What do 
her studies indicate?

8.How is the possession of extra genes important to the evolution of vertebrates?

9.How is the jaw important in the evolution of vertebrate size? How was the skull important? 
10.Why did tunicates or the salp remain obscure oceanic organisms?

11.What does Jennifer Clack study? How is “Boris” important in her study? How did “Boris” breathe?

12.What do the tracks of Valencia Island (near Ireland) indicate about the animal that made them 370 
million years ago? How is this significant to the evolution of vertebrates?

13.What reptile adaptations make them well suited to terrestrial life?



14.What peculiar snake adaptations make them unique? Describe unique features/adaptations of the 
king cobra and the anaconda.

15.What is Ray Bandar’s hobby? How has his collection helpful to science? 

16.What were the largest land animals to ever walk the earth? What does the work of Dr. Kristi Curry-
Rogers indicate about the growth pattern of these animals? How did she study their bones?

17.What theories help explain the disappearance of the dinosaurs? What criteria did the extinction use 
as organisms were wiped out? 

18.How did the mammals take over the dominant animal position on earth? 

19.What are the drawbacks of size and high metabolism?

20.Describe the behavioral adaptations of elephants.

21.What is the function of “play” in young mammals?

22.How did tree life affect the adaptations of the tree-dwelling mammals?

23.What are the unique adaptations of the great apes?

24.What are the unique adaptations of humans that distinguish us from the other animals?

25.What is meant by the statement: “Humanity is exalted not because we are so far above every other 
living creature, but because knowing them well, elevates the very concept of life.”


